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A collection of dramatic readings, set to music, of the first 29 Psalms from the Book of Psalms of the Holy

Bible. Whether you are religious, spiritual, or simply curious, these interpretations will transcend you to a

higher place. 29 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: With Music, NEW AGE: Meditation Details: 29 Psalms is a

collection of dramatic readings, set to music, of the first twenty-nine Psalms from the Book of Psalms of

the Holy Bible...for meditation, inspiration, reflection, and study. Whether you are religious, spiritual, or

simply curious, 29 Psalms delivers quality readings with tasteful background music to transcend you back

in time...or to a higher place. This Audio CD contains twenty-nine digital recordings--each Psalm on a

separate track for your convenience. The total program time is 58 minutes. Here is one listener's reaction

to "29 Psalms": "I think it's wonderful! Wow! Your stuff is soooooooo much better than what I heard on

Amazon. I love the background music, and your voice is gorgeous. What struck me right away was that

the recording has a "youthful" edge which I love...ancient words but modern delivery...you're respectful of

the words, yet approachable and amiable...what an incredible, totally fresh combination!" Debbie, New

Jersey Here is another: "Never before have I experienced The Gospel in a more sincere, motivating and

contemporary way than through 'Antman: 29 Psalms.' Your silky smooth, yet quietly strong voice will no

doubt become the standard by which all other spoken word meditative/religious recordings will aspire.

Also, the music you've produced really sets a compelling tone for the Word that follows. To anyone who

desires to discover and explore that part of your inner self that connects to a higher power or to simply

revisit the spirit of God that is familiar to you, 'Antman: 29 Psalms' will take you there every time."

Mathias, Chicago, IL
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